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w h a t  y o u  

w I l l  f I n d  

I N S I D E 
 

 

 

 Quick date checks for your calendar (p. 4) 

 From the keyboard of the editor (p. 6) 

 Membership stats: IEEE New York Section (p. 7) 

 Engineers Week Celebration at NYU Tandon School of Engineering, Polytechnic Institute (p. 8) 

 Future City competition (Regional), New York City (p. 11) 

 Future City competition, Washington (National), Washington, D.C. (p. 14) 

 Web hunting (p. 15) 

 IEEE-USA & American Red Cross to Provide Temporary Power during Natural Disasters: IEEE Mobile 

Vehicle (MOVE) project (p. 19) 

 Events fliers: (p. 21) 

 Rates for advertisements in the NY Monitor (p. 25) 

 

This collection of coasters, as shown on the left and in the cover of this edition of this 

newsletter, depicting various phases of the IEEE Life Members Fund belongs to our Life 

Member David Weiss. . The coasters are beautiful and functional. You can also start your 

own collection. They may be acquired by making a contribution to the Fund. Details are 

available on IEEE Life Members’ Web site. 
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QUICK DATE CHECKS FOR YOUR 

CALENDAR 
 

Dates for the 2016 Executive Committee meetings at IEEE 
NY Section 

 

10 January  

10 February  

9 March (next meeting) 

13 April  

11 May  

8 June  

No meetings during the months of July and August 

14 September  

12 October  

9 November  

14 December  

 

Unless otherwise notified all ExComm meetings are 
scheduled for 12:30 PM at the ConEd Building, 4 Irving 
Place, New York. All members of the New York Section 
are invited to participate in the ExComm meetings. 

However, for reasons of security, to attend such 
meetings you must give advance notice to the Section 
chair

. 
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TECHNICAL MEETINGS OF INTEREST IN NEW YORK 

(For further details on each event please see the individual notices at the end of this edition) 

 7 March, 6.30pm: Big Data – Small Devices: Trans-Continental Panel Discussion at German Center for 

Innovation and Research, New York 

 

 10 March, 6.30pm: EU-USA Research Collaboration and Funding Opportunities in Horizon 2020, the 

European Framework Program for Research and Innovation at German Center for Innovation and 

Research, New York 

 

 25 March, 6.00pm – 8pm: IEEE SMC Chapter and Education Committee, New York Section 

presentation: Influence of Postings in the Internet Social Media by Dr Zhixiong Chen, Chair, Dept. of 

Mathematics and Computer Sciences, School of Liberal Arts, Mercy College, Dobbs Ferry, NY at Long 

Island University, Brooklyn Campus, Room HS 119, Room HS 119, 1 University Plaza, Brooklyn, NY 

11201-5372 (for direction: http://www.liu.edu/Brooklyn/About/Visit/Directions.aspx 

 
 3 April (whole day): Hudson Valley Engineering Expo: The Expo is sponsored by the Westchester 

County Joint Engineering Societies Council and is supported by a host of colleges, universities, 

technical societies including the IEEE New York Section, and engineering companies. The Expo 

provides a means of encouraging middle & high school students to learn and explore engineering 

careers. (Note: We’ll publish more information on this event in our next edition.)  

 

 11 April 6.00pm - 8.00pm: IEEE SMC Chapter and Education Committee, New York Section 

presentation: Agent-Based Collaborative Technologies and Systems by Weiming Shen, IEEE Fellow, 

Senior Research Scientist at the National Research Council Canada at at Long Island University, 

Brooklyn Campus, Room HS 119, Room HS 119, 1 University Plaza, Brooklyn, NY 11201-5372 (for 

direction: http://www.liu.edu/Brooklyn/About/Visit/Directions.aspx)  

 

 16 April IEEE Region 1 Annual Student Conference at the Central Connecticut University. This annual 

event is where IEEE Student Branches from the Northeast region of the U.S.A. meet to encourage 

student competition and provide an opportunity for the students to network and learn from other 

students in Region 1, while applying practical engineering knowledge in various competitions. It also 

provides students the opportunity to network with Industry Professionals and IEEE Leaders. (Note: 

We’ll publish more information on this event in our next edition.)  

 

 16 April: Annual Award Dinner and Dance, New York Section at Hilton Hotel, Avenue of the Americas    

where the new IEEE Fellows and IEEE awardees will be introduced to the attendees. (Note: We’ll 

publish more information on this event in our next edition.) 

 29 March: PES/IAS/LMAG presentation at 5.00pm-7.00 pm: refreshments and networking followed by 

lecture on Principles of Power Factor Correction by Rick Orman  

       

 

http://www.liu.edu/Brooklyn/About/Visit/Directions.aspx
https://outlook.liu.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=D2Ve6BZ_-U28mJKbbg4M9wYuuiHCa88IT8CdSVk4jclPAChuInD8Lzh0ic0BOQvHGX68i_89iJA.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.liu.edu%2fBrooklyn%2fAbout%2fVisit%2fDirections.aspx
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FROM THE KEYBOARD OF THE EDITOR 
 

 

 

 

 

ollowing 

our 

customary pattern, this year too, 

the NY section activities picked up 

pace in February. The months of 

March and April will also be full of interesting 

programs organized by the NY Section chapters and 

affinity groups. Additionally, in the events calendar 

section you will find information about other 

technical meetings in New York City and its 

vicinity offered by non-IEEE NY Section 

organizations (most of them being not-for-

profit) to which IEEE members are cordially 

invited. All you have to do is to reply to the 

respective RSVP. We strongly believe that 

knowledge has no boundary, to disseminate and to 

receive.  

Our membership count remains strong, thank you. 

Inside we provide a data sheet and a pie chart that 

show the breakdown of memberships.  

The two important events in late January and until 

27 February were arranged around the Engineers’ 

Week 2016. In New York City it started on 30 

January with the Future City competition in which 

40 teams from 20 schools from our area 

participated. The competition was held in other 

states as well. All these competition culminated at a 

national competition In Washington, D.C. on 16 

February. The Academy for Science and Foreign 

Language (ASFL) in Huntsville, Ala., won the 

IEEE-USA Best Communications System award 

and the grand prize at the Future City Competition 

National Finals on Tuesday. It is the first time in 

the 16-year history of the IEEE-

USA award that a school won 

both simultaneously. The competition also includes 

an essay about a predetermined challenge the city 

might face. This year’s theme, “Waste Not, Want 

Not” challenged the students to design a future 

waste management system by reducing waste, 

composting and recycling, waste to feed energy 

systems. It basically addressed the 

minimization of the amount of trash that 

reaches the landfills. 

The second event worth mentioning here 

was the traditional Engineers’ Week lecture 

and dinner hosted by Metropolitan Engineering 

Societies Council, a not-for-profit entity composed 

of 23 associations like the IEEE in the city of New 

York (see inside for a report and photos). It was 

held inside the Wunsch building, NYU Tandon 

School of Engineering, Polytechnic Institute, 

Brooklyn. Wasyl Kinach, the 2016 MESC chairman 

gave a warm welcome to the attendees and invited 

more cooperation between the participating 

societies of the MESC. He was followed by Dr 

Richrad S. Thorensen, President Emeritus, 

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at the NYU 

Tandon School. Prof Thorensen eloquently spoke 

about the rich history of the NYU Poly The 

highlight of the event was the keynote speech by Dr 

Imin Kao, Professor and Associate Dean, College of 

Engineering and Applied Sciences at Stony Brook 

University. Kao’s specialty is robotics applied to 

mechanical and electronic systems in research for 

in medical resection and rehabilitation. Rarely, we 

come across the notion of applying robotics 

F 
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engineering to medical issues. From that 

perspective the speech was illuminating to most of 

us. 

At the end of the dinner and talks we were shown 

the proclamation of the Engineers’ Week by the 

mayor of New York City, Mr. Bill de Blasio. This, 

coming from a politician, was important to know. 

Somehow the society puts the engineering 

profession on a level not commensurate with that of 

the lawyers and doctors, let’s say. Even a rocket 

engineer or an engineer-cum-astronaut is never put 

on the same pedestal where supposedly heroes 

stand. How many presidents of this country you 

know that have been an engineer (visit 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Presidents_

of_the_United_States_by_occupation for listing). 

It is time that the engineers (and scientists) assert 

themselves in the business of the well being of the 

human kind. To be active in the IEEE and IEEE-

USA is the first step. Get involved. 

 

 

NEW YORK SECTION MEMBERSHIP STATS 

(provided by Neil Weisenfeld, Membership Development, NY Section) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Presidents_of_the_United_States_by_occupation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Presidents_of_the_United_States_by_occupation
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ixty five years ago the National 
Society of Professional Engineers, 
proclaimed a week in the month of 
February as an Engineers Week. The 
purpose of this proclamation was to 

honor the engineering profession and to raise the 
public awareness of the invaluable services the 
engineers rendered to this country. Since then the 
Eweek has been observed every year by engineering 
societies all through the country. This year in New 
York it was enthusiastically celebrated on 18 
February by the Metropolitan Engineering Societies 
Council (MESC) in the Wunsch Building, NYU 
Tandon School of Engineering in Brooklyn. The 
evening’s proceedings began with a welcome speech 
by MESC’s 2016 chairman Wasyl Kinach who also 
offered a brief survey of the professional association 
of engineers that comprise of almost every 
conceivable specialization in engineering and 
technology. Chairman Kinach rightly called for 
more cooperation between the engineers and their 
associations. He said that only with such 
cooperation we can uphold the prestige the 
engineers deserve from the society and assert our 
collective professional rights. (For more 
information on Engineers Week please access the 
February 2014 edition (p. 7) of the NY Monitor and 
also visit http://www.mescnyc.org/.) 

Mr. Kinach was followed by Dr. Richrad S. 
Thorensen, Department Chair and Vice President 
President Emeritus of Departments of Mechanical 
and Aerospace Engineering at NYU-Poly. Dr. 
Thorensen eloquently spoke about the rich history 
of the NYU-Poly. The school, the second oldest 

private institution in this country to teach 
engineering, was founded in 1854 in a 
converted razor factory as Brooklyn Collegiate 
and Polytechnic Institute. In 1973, the school 
acquired the faculty, programs and students of New 
York University's School of Engineering and 
Science and was re named Polytechnic Institute of 
New York. In 2014, the Poly (as it is fondly called) 
merged with the New York University and changed 
its name to New York University Polytechnic School 
of Engineering. The school has always attracted 
talented students from all over the world. 

In 2015 the school received a $100-million gift from 
an Indian-American philanthropist couple Ranjan 
and Chandrika Tandon that prompted the present 
name of the school, New York University Tandon 
School of Engineering. Ranjan Tandon is an 
engineer by training and a graduate of Harvard 
Business School. He founded a prosperous hedge 
fund in New York City. Chandrika Tandon is a 
member of the Board of Overseers of NYU’s 
business school and a member of the NYU Board of 
Trustees. All of their accomplishments seamlessly 
blended to make them think of this generous gift. 

Prof. Thorensen then went on to cite some brilliant 
former students and members of the faculty who 
have been internationally recognized. Jasper 
Herbert Kane, an American biochemist and an 
alumnus of the Poly, for example, during the World 
War II had a central role in taking antibiotics such 
as penicillin from the R&D laboratories into 
industrial production in a building in Brooklyn 
itself. Kane’s effort made penicillin affordable to 
millions of sick people throughout the world. The 

S 

http://www.mescnyc.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
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Nobel Laureate Francis Crick, co-discoverer of the 
structure of DNA molecule did his post doc work at 
the Poly (in fact, the institution can claim 4 Nobel 
laureates who were associated with it). Maurice 
Karnaugh, the inventor of Karnaugh maps was an 
adjunct professor at the Poly. Eugene Kleiner, 
Chairman, CEO and founder of Fairchild 
Semiconductors and Kleiner Perkins Caufield & 
Byers earned his engineering degree from the Poly.  

The Keynote speech of the evening: 

Engineering of Mechanical and Electronic 

Systems for Robotics Research as Applied in 

Medical Resection and Rehabilitation 

 
David Weiss, the NY Section’s representative in 

MESC introduced the keynote speaker Dr. Imin 

Kao, Associate Vice President for Economic 

Development, Executive Director of SUNY Korea 

Academic Programs, Professor at the Department 

of Mechanical Engineering, Stony Brook University, 

New York and a contributor to a number of learned 

journals of the IEEE. Kao’s specialty is robotics 

applied to mechanical and electronic systems in 

medical resection and rehabilitation research. 

Rarely, most of us who are not quite conversant 

with robotics technology think of applying such 

technologies to surgical practices. From that 

perspective the speech was illuminating to most of 

us. We learned how robotics research and 

development may help patients undergoing 

orthopedic surgery by integrating various medical 

imaging technologies with robotics and engineering 

research. Furthermore, the contributions of 

engineering modeling and research can indeed 

improve diagnosis and rehabilitation. No doubt the 

processes minimize possible errors and open the 

doors for further research and development in this 

fascinating area.  

Dr. Kao began his talk with a brief introduction to 

the research in robotics since the 1970s that 

attempted to model and control articulated 

manipulators, such as hands and fingers mimicking 

the movements of human body parts by applying 

kinematics and dynamic analysis of open serial 

kinematic chains. Robotics encompasses a wide 

range of research and applications in mechanical, 

electrical and, biomedical engineering, and 

computer science. Furthermore, the advance in 

mechanical engineering, the theory and practice of 

CAD and 3D printing as well as the breakthrough in 

electrical engineering pertaining to medical 

imaging and signal processing have facilitated 

innovative solutions of surgery and subsequent 

rehabilitation. 

 

Application of kinematics and kinetic models 

developed for robotics research have helped 

researchers, physicians, and therapists to better 

understand human movement and implement 

novel methodologies, rehabilitation techniques, and 

strategies which are applied on individuals with 

movement disorders or injuries. In his presentation, 

Dr Kao illustrated how the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-

H) parameters are utilized to build the kinematic 

model of an index finger. Forward kinematics and 

the kinematic equations of motion of the finger 

model are applied to determine its reachable 

workspace, both areas and volumes, and the 

manipulability measures. Such quantitative 

measures are employed to assist surgeons to 

determine optimal angle of joint arthrodesis to 

maximize the range of motion (ROM) of fingers 

after joint fusion, in order to improve the quality of 

life after surgery. 

 

In another application, robotics research, the 

technologies of Computer Aided Design (CAD) and 

three-dimensional (3D) printing, in combination 

with medical imaging and signal processing provide 

a robust solution to assist doctors in: (i) accurately 

reproducing a pre-operative plan for osteosarcoma 

(a type of cancerous bone tumor, likely to appear 

during childhood) resection, and (ii) reconstructing 

the defect left in bone after the surgical procedure 

by introducing a bio-printing technique for creation 

of implants. 

 

Thanks to MESC, the guests were served with a 

sumptuous ceremonial dinner. The credit for 

providing the victuals goes to Poly’s Alumni 

Association. 
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At the end of the evening’s program Mr Mark Klein, 

PE President, Municipal Engineers of the City of 

New York then on behalf of the New York City 

Mayor Bill de Blasio presented the mayor’s 

proclamation of Engineers Week to Mr. Salvatore 

Galetta, PE, MESC Program Chair. Photographs 

taken at the event by Dr Ping-Tsai Chung can be 

downloaded from 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5nUzkOP2OI

ZbTVJMDJmcDhyWG8 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Prof Thorensen with Wasyl Kinach Dr Imin Kao with David Weiss Dr Imin Kao delivering his speech 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Robotics in modeling of an index 
finger 

Dr Ping-Tsai Chung, Dr Imin Kao 
and Wasyl Kinach 

MESC officers with Dr Kao 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5nUzkOP2OIZbTVJMDJmcDhyWG8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5nUzkOP2OIZbTVJMDJmcDhyWG8
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I T 

all started in 1993 when IEEE-USA funded three 

school teams to travel to Washington, DC to take 

part in the Future City competition at a national 

level. Since then the IEEE volunteers including 

those from the New York Section have kept the 

spirit of Future City competition alive.  

The Future City competition project aims to 

promote interest in math, science engineering, and 

technology among middle school students through 

hands-on real-worldly applications. All sixth, 

seventh, and eight graders from public, private and 

parochial schools can compete are encouraged to 

compete around a theme that changes from year to 

year. Future City, is an engineering design 

competition for middle school students. Under the 

guidance of an engineer and teacher, children 

create their own vision of a future city, working first 

on computer software and then constructing a scale 

model 

The rules for Future City competitions are 

methodical and quite rigorous. So are the 

criteria for winning awards. The Future City 

project consists of four phases.  

RULES OF THE 

COMPETITION 

PHASE I: DESIGN A CITY – 54 

POINTS 

The competing team uses SimCity4 software 

to design a hypothetical city the blueprint of 

which has progressed through at least 150 

years and has a population of 50,000. When 

the design is complete the team submits it for first 

round of judging. 

PHASE II: ESSAY AND NARRATIVE – 60 

POINTS 

Teams research and write an essay, not more than 

1,500 words, describing their city and how to 

implement this year’s theme: Waste not, want 

not  

PHASE III: BUILD A MODEL - 70 POINTS  

Using the city design created in Phase I the team 

builds a scale model of a section of their city. The 

purpose of the model is to give a three-dimensional 

view of how that section would look. The model 

must contain one moving part such as 

transportation or communication component. The 
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maximum allowable cost for the model is $100. The 

use of recycled materials is encouraged.  

PHASE IV: COMMUNICATION OF THE 

RESULTS – 70 POINTS 

Each student team gives a timed presentation about 

their city to a panel of judges. The teams then 

answer questions from the judges about the design 

or the structure of the city. 

PROJECT PLAN -TEAMS 

COMMUNICATE THEIR STRATEGIES – 10 

POINTS 

Finally, students must be able to clearly 

communicate to the judges an outline of the 

approach to their respective project plan. 

REGIONAL COMPETITION IN 

NEW YORK 

In New York the Future City competition was held 

on January 30, 2016 at PS 126 Manhattan Academy 

of Technology. Over 300 sixth, seventh, and eight 

grade students from 40 schools participated and 

had the opportunity to discover how engineering 

shapes the world around them and how the city 

they live in and the surrounding environment are 

affected by the engineering decisions of every day.  

Top five prizes for are based on the highest total 

points for its four phases. For schools with multiple 

teams, one highest scoring team is eligible for the 

top points. 

There are five winning places judged on the overall 

performance of the competing teams: 

1st place: Trophies and medals to all team 

members. All-expenses-paid trip to the National 

Fnals in Washington, DC in February to compete 

against schools of 39 cities across the nation. 

National winning team also receives one week’s 

expense-paid trip to NASA Space Camp and a 

$1,000 academic scholarship. 

2nd and 3rd places: Trophies and medals to all 

team members 

4th and 5th places: Trophies and medals to all 

team members 

There were 19 separate additional awards given to 

the deserving teams. Locally, this year the 

Metropolitan Section of the American Society of 

Civil Engineers (ASCE) was the principal sponsor of 

the Regional contest of the Future City competition. 

The ASCE, engineering societies including the New 

York Section contributed towards the additional 

award. The New York Section also partially 

sponsored the local Future City competition by 

acquiring space in the event brochure.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The chart below shows the top five willing teams in 

the New York Regional competition. The team 
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Animalia Metropolis of the New Explorations into Science, Technology, and Math High School won 

the IEEE New York Section’s award for the Best 

Communications System 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future City Competition National 
Finals 
 
The national final of the Future City competition 

was held on Washington, DC on 16 February at the 

Capital Hilton, just blocks from the White House. 

Thirty seven regional-winning teams, including two 

from China, the Academy for Science and Foreign 

Language (ASFL), Huntsville, Ala., won the overall 

Grand Prize & IEEE-USA’s Best Communications 

System Award. It was the first time in the 16-year 

history of the IEEE-USA award that a school won 

both simultaneously participated in the finals. Marc 

Apter, who served as IEEE-USA president in 2013, 

presented both awards to ASFL. 

 
ASFL, which captured the Alabama regional 

championship in January, impressed the judges 

with their city “Villa Suave,” imagined to be set in 

France in the year 2121. With the overall victory, 

the team won a week at U.S. Space Camp – also in 

Huntsville – and a $7,500 scholarship for the 

academy’s 

STEM 

program. 

The 

Alabama 

team 

consisted 

of students 

Isabel 

Waring, 12; Hannah White, 14; and Alexa Huerta, 

13; teacher Angela Traylor and mentor Raymond 

Woodson, a retired aeronautical engineer. ASFL 

finished third in 2015.  

Congratulations, ASFL! 
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Before they won the grand prize Tuesday, the team 

was honored with the IEEE-USA Best 

Communications System award. Judges and IEEE 

members Steve Bonk and Chris McManes thought 

highly of ASFL’s Smart Life bracelet and forehead 

relay that uses electrical impulses to stimulate the 

brain’s learning centers and allows wearer to 

understand and communicate in any language. 

Texting is also possible just by thinking of the 

message the holder wants to send. The award 

recognizes the top “strategic placement of a 

communications system that is both efficient and 

accurate.” 

 

Harbor View Academy, winner of the Texas (North) 

title, took second place with their 2050 city 

“Bedford Falls.” IEEE member Jean Eason was the 

competition’s regional coordinator. The National 

Society of Professional Engineers provided a 

$5,000 STEM-program scholarship to Harbor 

View. 

Photographs of the New York competition may be 

viewed by visiting 

https://goo.gl/photos/GZG827cxdM84HcqA7 

Editor’s note: The New York Monitor thanks the 

following for their help in compiling the report: 

Karen Armfield: Regional coordinator in New York; 

Helena Tam, Day of Competition coordinator also 

in New York; Chris McManes, Public Relations 

Manager, IEEE-USA; David Horn, chair Special 

Events at the IEEE NY Section; and Dr Frank Hsu, 

chair of the Computational Intelligence chapter at 

NY Section. Horn and Hsu represented the Section 

as judges at the New York competition. 

For further reading on Future City please visit 

http://futurecity.org 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------- 

 

W E B  H U N T I N G 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some hunt quails, some hunt deer. Bu to engage in 

such sports one needs to acquire guns, go out in the 

wild (sometimes in the heat of the summer of the 

cold climate of the winter. But it is much more 

enjoyable to hunt or to crawl through the cobweb of 

the Internet in the comfort of your own home with 

https://goo.gl/photos/GZG827cxdM84HcqA7
http://futurecity.org/
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a cup of coffee, a stein of beer or a glassful of that 

fab wine. You never know what you might come 

across. It’s a wide bandwidth ranging from 

vulgarity to politics to scientific facts, medicinal 

advice to spiritual advice! Below we give some the 

links that IEEE members have discovered. 

Bill Coyne of the IEEE New York Section has found 

a link that gives access to videos of robots hosted by 

Boston Dynamics. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVlhMGQgDkY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walking pals? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVlhMGQgDkY
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Bill Coyne also found an interesting posting on the Internet 

 

It has been awhile since we have been in touch because many changes have been happening in my life and at InContext. 
  
Starting Life in Washington D.C.  
I've moved to the Washington D.C. area to be nearer to family and I'm enjoying making connections here. If you are 
doing technology in D.C. please get in touch and help me meet the local community. 
  
New Contextual Design Book 
Watch for the new Contextual Design book coming out later this year. Hugh and I are updating it to include the Cool 
Concepts along with the new models and ideation techniques we have been honing with our clients. Email me if you'd 
like to bring these new methods to your company. 
  

 Women in Tech Project 
I have a new passion: The Women in Technology Project. The impetus for 
this came from my conversations with unhappy young women in our field. 
We know that while tech companies may attract women, many leave mid-
career. Currently companies are focusing on issues of recruiting, parental 
leave, and glass ceilings - all good things. But if women are voting with their 
feet before they can become successful managers, we need to understand 
what is happening in the day-to-day life of our workplace. As one of the 
early women in our field - and a mentor for many young people - I feel 
called to understand why this is happening and create an action plan.  The 
goal of the Women in Tech project is to build a framework for 
understanding, find ways we can change daily work life, create a measure so 
to see if we are improving, and heighten awareness that the change has to be 
inside the work of product teams. 
  
The project started with a course at Stanford University that collected 
preliminary data about the lives of women working in high tech companies. 
You can learn more about the data and what we found on the InContext website and by watching my webinar. And you 
can get involved and by signing up to help us.  
  
Take the survey and pass it around! 
We developed a survey to confirm and expand our findings. If you are a woman who is working in a high tech 
company, please take the survey and pass it to your team and colleagues.  
  
Changes at InContext 
Refocusing is the watchword of the day. After 25 years Hugh and I decided that we'd like to focus our work on more 
varied things. Hugh wants to get back into making products - and work on the ground to apply principles of UCD at 
start-ups. He's now working at a small startup in Boston and having lots of fun. 
  
I am continuing to deliver coaching, workshops, and talks on Contextual Design techniques at InContext, helped by a set 
of seasoned associates. Hugh and I are having fun writing the book and sharing our challenges in our new contexts. And 
I'm heading up the Women in Tech Project. 
  
I hope you are as excited as I am about all these new developments. 

Let's stay in touch by reaching me on Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn or via email. 

Best, 
K 
  
Karen Holtzblatt 
InContext Design 
facebook /kholtzblatt 
twitter @kholtzblatt 
linkedin karenholtzblatt 

mailto:karen@incontextdesign.com
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0I8ON0kwOIdeZ80YiLXSGSjM0Spuo6bjAauPj9CjyMG_fibv1q5wHgpoc7eASm5hAB-ycFpIo7BQOPAY48_yjTPPaU87cnplpsi0GBymPC6cOc5yixn3pHJib0duIfP5e3LJtPic9yjLCD6jEkKu1-7IfZj8daBxSWptezDmGrEoOIbWY0dnWc12wZb4ldsqJg==&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0I8ON0kwOIdeZ80YiLXSGSjM0Spuo6bjAauPj9CjyMG_fibv1q5wHgpoc7eASm5hAB-ycFpIo7BQOPAY48_yjTPPaU87cnplpsi0GBymPC6cOc5yixn3pHJib0duIfP5e3LJtPic9yjLCD6jEkKu1-7IfZj8daBxSWptezDmGrEoOIbWY0dnWc12wZb4ldsqJg==&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0O2rbtxXgCLR9rGFgi3p4GbenZ1tKoOWgyHaUMjno0vlF5GiA0Kofgaj2LOkWjZ9olw08bENBOXj3Ri37GDOhWxGn8e_eL4WwsX4QqfmU5CU6nkIoMkCSlmVYPNZTGz8ahORQqdozwkzHBtI3QFqkoA=&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0I8ON0kwOIde269SaAu_uSEADVmQEl_OEP16WtrJVnsTH_0VtcAJ-Vm9Glxp_VJDE8VP4mHkS9DIj--twvN5-QnL9HaKV_ap6QI_Jln4h0vxQ5JCT0VX3eA=&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0I8ON0kwOIde8JZ5r9zjTkB5iuKDmjVETO-9nMmTdT59WVha6W9cEHI3Gbjisrfy7mf4ArKOe9gZ8TegUtCz-OTL0K4UUpmLcirw4SG22ifvx4fAprFcq-WeJ22VW1ixvseNN986M8FwdbgPoOJk1j-JEFsCENVK2tN3LF7lyoFN&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0I8ON0kwOIdeZLnmrkivmayN_dLEw6FsiyRJhHxT_GesdzWaOkYAlkj0dc8L2W3-EEc5IjqUkMpBrYkk1AwaCNTBjz80Hv-8RWHK3ncgngxim27aqZDG95R1ky2fQipeFQ==&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0AL5IGH7ygzJpA6hGDOy1J49EJS0E2Fmd2O7H8GxhUJDlNB5LjaXfU15Hdvul6pG9VEF5Wn20E6fyZ8unUupxDguyMlR1dy9bF0nuf7m8ttBBBuYdC1rBJ95jvudm9lnTg==&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0AL5IGH7ygzJr1C7FdG1P2dJlaT-6NLxkz8p8vO20YnDrZ423cRiMJDci5G74sVH93fSYBE7iyOjWv5bwQRJtvfBr7d9pwKHAFosnbsdPr1wxbx16lpHpRQRYvmCCeCihQitegq6-E8waYmhZfAiM5s=&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
mailto:karen@incontextdesign.com
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qs9RjusOPhQyJ4mHWYcLszvUAZm5CC-7WmD3dzrNtH7TJggdZxfu0I8ON0kwOIdeZLnmrkivmayN_dLEw6FsiyRJhHxT_GesdzWaOkYAlkj0dc8L2W3-EEc5IjqUkMpBrYkk1AwaCNTBjz80Hv-8RWHK3ncgngxim27aqZDG95R1ky2fQipeFQ==&c=LDezMWe-qGuJv0bWP24vNoEUxHsOOKRMFPP_Va1spfqv_VSuKC8hMA==&ch=j3SXzGFtJ9_rg54OoTksYiJGLqk9S7n_FzHq7cnnNnhebG4fNzdFvg==
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Do you love music? See how drones illuminate the 

Sky to the music of the Fifth Symphony of 

Beethoven. The project was sponsored by Intel and 

got a place in the Guinness Book of World Records. 

The link  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGRQjuaMRyw 

 

was kindly provided by Dr Amruthur Narasimhan 

of New Jersey Cost Section of the IEEE.

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

Are you interested in cosmology? If yes, you might enjoy 

the recent Lindsay Lecture by the Astronomer Royal 

Lord Martin Rees that was recently organizes and 

streamed from my own alma mater Imperial College 

University London, UK. The title of the talk: From Mars 

to Multiverse: Life, Space and the Cosmos. It is available 

at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGRQjuaMRyw

  

 

Lord Martin Rees, the Astronomer Royal giving his talk on Mars to Multiverse at Imperial College, London 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGRQjuaMRyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGRQjuaMRyw
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IEEE-USA & AMERICAN RED CROSS 
TO 

PROVIDE TEMPORARY POWER DURING NATURAL DISASTERS 

 

IEEE-USA and the American Red Cross, Eastern North Carolina Region are partnering on the Mobile Vehicle 

(MOVE) Community Outreach program to provide short-term communications and power solutions after 

natural disasters and infrastructure failures. Services will include cell phone charging, communication of real-

time information and Internet access for the public. (More information on MOVE may be found in NY Monitor, 

September, 2015, Vol. 62, No. 7, p. 13.) 

 

“When power is lost, people have a difficult time communicating with loved ones and finding out about what 

relief services are available,” IEEE-USA President Pete Eckstein said. “These temporary emergency relief 

provisions will help people stay connected, make sure they can access the help they need and jumpstart the 

recovery process.”  

 

Volunteer IEEE engineers and technologists, through a specially constructed Mobile Outreach VEhicle 

(MOVE), will travel to disaster zones to offer the know-how and technology to provide rechargeable power 

banks, real-time survivor information and Wi-Fi until regular electricity and data services can be restored.  

 

“IEEE volunteers are eager to provide disaster relief,” said former IEEE Region 3 Director and project 

champion Mary Ellen Randall. “We also hope to provide consolation and compassion.”   

 

The MOVE unit, which will derive some of its power from solar cells and batteries, will focus initially on the 

southeastern and south-central United States, areas prone to hurricanes and tornados.  

“As the nation’s lead volunteer disaster relief agency, we are delighted to be partnering with IEEE members on 

this major new initiative,” said Barry Porter, regional chief executive officer of the American Red Cross in 

Raleigh, N.C. “Supporting the communication, power and information needs of a community after a major 

disaster is vital to providing a path to recovery.”  

 

When not deployed to a disaster zone, the truck will travel to places such as schools, libraries, fairs and sporting 

events to promote STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) education and raise awareness about 

the social impact advanced technologies can have.  

 

For more information and to donate to, or volunteer for, this initiative, visit 

http://ieeeusa.org/volunteers/outreach/.  

The information is reproduced here by the courtesy of Chris McManes, PR Manager, IEEE-USA 

 

 

http://ieeeusa.org/volunteers/outreach/
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t 

http://ieeeusa.org/volunteers/outreach/.  
 

http://ieeeusa.org/volunteers/outreach/
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The above panel discussion may be of much interest to people who are involved with or curious about the Big 

Data movement. Since Big Data will influence many public and private decisions in the world and will cost 

billions, it will be good to know about the opinions of the experts on two continents. All IEEE members are 

invited to this free event. However, advance registration is needed. Please fill in the RSVP form available at 

https://form.jotform.com/60406682105954 by 4 March, 2016. 

 

 

https://form.jotform.com/60406682105954
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The above panel discussion may be of much interest to people who are involved with or curious about the Big 

Data movement. Since Big Data will influence many public and private decisions in the world and will cost 

billions, it will be good to know about the opinions of the experts on two continents. All IEEE members are 

invited to this free event. However, advance registration is needed. Please fill in the RSVP form available at 

https://form.jotform.com/60483710009954 by 10 March, 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://form.jotform.com/60483710009954
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New York Chapter of IEEE Systems, Man, Cybernetics (SMC) Society and 

NY IEEE Education Committee  

Present 

 

Influence of Postings in the Internet Social Media 

 
Zhixiong Chen, PhD, CISSP 

Chair, Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Sciences       

School of Liberal Arts, Mercy College, Dobbs Ferry, NY 

 

March 25, 2016, Friday, Time: 6:00 to 8:00 PM 

               at Long Island University, Brooklyn Campus, New York, (Seminar Room: HS 119) 

 

Internet social media lacks a layer of quality control to any postings. Assessing trustworthiness of such postings 

is being studied by exogenous signals such as hyperlink structure. Recent research is also on endogenous 

signals such as correctness of factual information. The implication of such collection of signals points to the 

need of quality control to the contents from their authors and commentators as well. In this talk, recent study on 

spread of postings and their influence factors are surveyed. A layer of quality control on postings in the Internet 

Social Media is proposed and added to the abstract content providers and consumers. It is shown that properly 

conducted quality control is a vehicle to help improve the trustworthiness of 

postings.  

Keynote Speaker Bio: 

Dr. Chen is a professor at Mercy College, New York. He is the chair of the 

department of Mathematics and Computer Sciences. His current research interests 

are on data exploration and data security in the areas of Internet Social Media and 

Services Computing including Cloud Computing and Autonomic Computing. He 

has published over 40 peer reviewed journal and conference papers, and served as 

program chairs, committee members in various IEEE conferences. He holds CISSP 

(Certified Information Systems Security Professional) and is a senior member of 

IEEE and ACM. Dr. Chen is also the president of the Services Society, a non-for-

profit institution whose mission is to promote collaboration of academia and 

practitioners from industrials in Services Computing. He is also the President elect of the Chinese Association 

of Science and Technology, one of the largest Chinese organizations in US.  

Dr. Chen holds a PhD in Mathematics and MS in Computer Science from the University of Pittsburgh and BS 

and MS in Mathematics from Shanghai Jiao Tong University. He used to a senior research scientist in the IBM 

T J Research Center and an assistant professor in Shanghai Jiao Tong University. 

Directions: http://www.liu.edu/Brooklyn/About/Visit/Directions.aspx 

ALL ARE INVITED 

 

 

 

 

https://outlook.liu.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=D2Ve6BZ_-U28mJKbbg4M9wYuuiHCa88IT8CdSVk4jclPAChuInD8Lzh0ic0BOQvHGX68i_89iJA.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.liu.edu%2fBrooklyn%2fAbout%2fVisit%2fDirections.aspx
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New York Chapter of IEEE Systems, Man, Cybernetics (SMC) Society 

NY  IEEE Education Committee 

Present 

 

Agent-Based Collaborative Technologies and Systems 

 

     Weiming Shen, IEEE Fellow 

Senior Research Scientist at the National Research Council Canada 

      April 11, 2016,  Monday, Time: 6:00 to 8:00 PM 

               at Long Island University, Brooklyn Campus, New York, (Seminar Room: HS 119) 

 

Agent technology represents a new paradigm for developing industrial software applications. 

During the past two decades, a significant number of researchers and practitioners have been 

trying to apply intelligent software agents in the areas of engineering design, intelligent 

manufacturing, supply chain management, and virtual enterprises. Under the context of these 

areas, an agent can be defined as a software system that communicates and cooperates with other 

software systems to solve a complex problem that is beyond the capability of each individual 

software system. Intelligent software agents can be used to encapsulate existing software systems 

to realize legacy systems integration, represent manufacturing resources (e.g., operators, 

machines, robots, and cells) to implement distributed manufacturing process planning, 

scheduling and execution control, and to represent organizations to facilitate collaboration, 

coordination, and negotiation. This talk presents some first-hand experience in developing agent-

based collaborative technologies and systems, and discusses future trends, R&D opportunities 

and challenges. 

 

 Distinguished Lecture Speaker Bio: 

Dr. Weiming Shen is a Senior Research Scientist at the National Research 

Council Canada and an Adjunct Professor at the University of Western Ontario 

and McMaster University. He is a Distinguished Lecturer of the IEEE SMC 

Society, Fellow of IEEE, Fellow of Engineering Institute of Canada (EIC), and 

Professional Engineer of Ontario (PEO). He received his Bachelor and Master’s 

degrees from Northern (Beijing) Jiaotong University, China and his PhD degree 

from the University of Technology of Compiègne, France. He is an internationally-recognized 

expert on Agent-Based Collaborative Technologies and Applications. He has published several 

books and over 400 papers in scientific journals and international conferences in the related areas. 

His work has been cited over 9,000 times with an h-index of 43. He has been invited to provide 

over 90 invited lectures/seminars at different academic and research institutions over the world 

and keynote presentations/ tutorials at various international conferences. He is a member of the 

Steering Committee for the IEEE Transactions on Affective Computing and an Associate Editor 
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or Editorial Board Member of over ten international journals (including IEEE Transactions on 

Automation Science and Engineering; IEEE Transaction on SMC: Systems; IEEE SMC 

Magazine; Advanced Engineering Informatics; Computational Intelligence; Intelligent Buildings 

International; Service Computing and Applications) and served as guest editor for several other 

international journals. He is the Co-Chair of the IEEE Technical Committee on Computer 

Supported Cooperative Work in Design, has been Program Committee Co-Chair of the CSCWD 

conferences since 2001, and served as Chair/Co-Chair or Program Committee member for over 

100 international conferences.  

 

Location: 

Long Island University, Brooklyn Campus, New York, Room HS 119 

1 University Plaza, Brooklyn, NY 11201-5372 

Directions: http://www.liu.edu/Brooklyn/About/Visit/Directions.aspx 

 

ALL ARE INVITED 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

You are invited to a meeting of the IEEE NY PES & IAS NY Chapter and NY LMAG 

discussing: 

 

PRINCIPLES OF POWER FACTOR CORRECTION 
 

Tuesday, March 29, 2016 
 

THE PRESENTATION: 
 

The CEU/ PDH Continuing Education ‘Principles of Power Factor Correction” is an informative training 

session reviewing what power factor is, how it effects your electrical system, and how to apply power 

factor correction units appropriately and safely.  Included will be: 

 

Basics of power factor, reactive vs. working power (kW vs. kVAR) 

Detriments of a low power factor 

Types of power factor correction and applications 

https://outlook.liu.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=D2Ve6BZ_-U28mJKbbg4M9wYuuiHCa88IT8CdSVk4jclPAChuInD8Lzh0ic0BOQvHGX68i_89iJA.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.liu.edu%2fBrooklyn%2fAbout%2fVisit%2fDirections.aspx
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Benefits of improved power factor 

Harmonics and power factor correction 

Code requirements 

THE PRESENTER:  
 

Mr. Orman is currently the Americas Power Factor Correction and Surge Protection 

Sales Manager at Eaton Corporation. He has been a featured speaker at various industry 

related seminars, technical conferences, published in industry periodicals and a CEU 

instructor. Rick Orman has an undergraduate degree in Electrical Engineering (1989) 

and obtained his Master’s in Business Administration (2008). 

  

Prior to joining Eaton Mr. Orman was employed by Siemens’ Industrial Services Division, focusing on 

Power Quality Issues and the Utility Service Segments.  Mr. Orman gained engineering design experience 

during his tenure with John Brown Engineering. He has held various officer positions with industry 

related organizations such as IEEE and other regional engineering associations.    

 

This program is registered through RCEP and will be awarding 1 PDH credit 

 

    
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When: 5:00 pm — Starts-Refreshments & 

Program       

7:00 pm — Program Ends 

Where: Con Edison Edison Room, 19th Floor 4 

Irving Place, New York, NY 10003  

Nearest Subway: 14th St/Union Sq.  

 

  

 

 

RSVP: https://meetings.vtools.ieee.org/m/38897 

Chair Programs: Arnold Wong  

wongar@coned.com or (212) 460-4189 

Chair Technical Committee: Sukumar Alampur, PE 

salampur100@hotmail.com or (917) 522-2844 

 

 

 

salampur100@hotmail.com or (917) 522-2844 

 

 

 

ALL ARE INVITED – PLEASE POST 

FOR SECURITY REASONS:   NO WALK-INS! 

https://meetings.vtools.ieee.org/m/38897
mailto:wongar@coned.com
mailto:salampur100@hotmail.com
mailto:salampur100@hotmail.com
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